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Any idea what is going on here? A: @The Shellcat shows that your 0.0078705964248625 value is not a float anymore. Either by a typo you typed the floating point value as the string value $value = '0.0078705964248625'; and then the parsing when storing the values $float_value = floatval($value); $integer_value = intval($value); if
(!is_int($integer_value) ||!is_float($float_value)) { $value = ""; } Or the string was parsed like a float. Assuming that you never used any float_* functions in your code before, floatval($string) or floatval($num) are both OK. As they are more than interesting to know: floatval can return not only a float, but integer, string and NULL,
depending on the input So a little bit of try and error and a little bit of caution could help you in this case. But in your case the word ERROR could be more appropriate then warning as the number "0.0078705964248625" is not a float. In case you want to have the number as a float, you could try that: Use the floatval() with the

DECIMAL_DIGITS parameter to get it as decimal. str_replace(',', '.', floatval($num, 10, 2)) Use the NUMBER_FORMATS parameter to get the scientific notation of the float. $string = '0.00787059642486254'; $num = floatval($string, 10, NUMBER_FORMATS); echo number_format($num, 2, '.', ','); => $2.007870596424864 get the code
from this. And both of them are even way more interesting than 0.0078705964248625. Like by using the floatval() with the PRECISION parameter you get the REFERENCE of the float. $string = '0.0078705964248625'; $num = floatval($string, 10, PRECISION); echo 'PRE: ', $num, ';
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